
R E S E A R C H  D R I V E N .  C U S T O M E R  F O C U S E D .  M U L T I  U S E .

REEL EASY. REEL SIMPLE. REEL SAFE.

Contractors on large wire jobs reach out to
distribution to provide the best pricing, but
also factor in services that will help make
their jobs easier and reduce labor dollars as
much as possible. Typical jobsites involve
delivery of wooden or metal reels that have
already been handled by distribution or a
wire manufacturer. If a distributor has a wire
payoff system, wire is loaded onto those
units and handled in the field with forklifts or
moved around by the EC. The benefit of
SpoolBoss in this regard comes in the way
of reducing the number of A-Frames
needed on-site, increasing mobility and
maneuverability of reels, and doing all wire
related tasks SAFELY.

Contractor



Commercial and Industrial Construction
Sites
Data Centers/Clean Rooms
Maintenance/Renovation Projects

Applications

All SpoolBoss fittings and parts are standard
sizes. There is nothing proprietary or unique
to SpoolBoss in regards to the 12v Deep
Cycle Battery and the hydraulic system.
Forklift maintenance companies can also
service SpoolBoss units.

Maintenance

Increased safety with braking system active
unless moving; prevents load roll away

6,500 lbs. of load capacity on both models
and zero-turn radius for excellent mobility

Narrow Unit will fit through a standard 3’
door and comes with a custom 60”D reel

A full-sized unit will fit a 4 compartment and
a 1 compartment reel up to 52” wide

Fittings and hydraulic aspects are standard
and can be serviced by regular forklift techs

Shaft and spool can be motor driven to reel
wire up

Optional motorized tug to move unit across
long distances

Additional mobility over A-Frames; no need
for jack stands or additional forklifts on site

Single person operation

Easy-rolling across flat surfaces
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